Introduction
In the early morning of April 9th 1940 the Danish army is alerted. The Germans have crossed the border;
Denmark is at war against Europe's strongest army. In Southern Jutland Danish bicycle- and motorcycle
companies are ordered out, to against all odds, hold back the forces until the Danish reinforcements can be
mobilized. In the fatal hours, we follow second lieutenant Sand (Pilou Asbæk) and his bicycle company - they will
as the first Danish soldiers meet the enemy in combat on April 9th 1940.
—Nordisk Film Production A/S

This is a small mini campaign inspired by the Danish Film April 9th (Nordisk Film 2015). It is not meant to be a historically accurate
simulation of the fight, or an imitation of the actions in the film. Feel free to change any details you want. It is your game, after all. I
hope you enjoy it. You can contact me at akselia@gmail.com if you have questions or complaints.

Campaign objective and Game Clock
The Germans try to advance through the scenarios 1-4 as quickly as possible. Their success is measured with a Game Clock. Each
game played advances the clock one step. The game may advance one additional step if the Germans re-organise after scenario 1.
The campaign ends when the Germans win scenario 4, or either side decides to give up.
Even though there are four scenarios, it is possible the campaign only lasts 3 games. This can happen if neither player decides to reorganise after scenario 1, and the German wins each game at first attempt.

Game progress after each scenario
Scenario

Germans win

Danes win

1 – First Blood
2 – Fight in the Woods (conditional)
3 – Tragedy on the Village Road
4 – Death walks the Streets

Possible reorganisation, proceed to 2 or 3
Proceed to 3
Proceed to 4
Campaign ends

Possible reorganisation, proceed to 2 or 3
Proceed to 3
Stay in 3 or proceed to 4
Stay in 4

German success chart
At campaign end Game Clock is at

Result

3
4
5
6
7+

Strategic victory – historical result
Tactical victory. Small boost for Danish national morale.
Draw. Major boost for Danish national morale.
Overwhelming moral victory for the Danish nation.
Total disaster for the Germans. Invasion of France delayed. Putsch of the responsible
officers.

Replacements and reinforcements
There are no reinforcements in the scenario for either side. The players must understand this before start of game. The forces they
have at start are what they must fight with. The only exception is the possible re-organization after scenario one. After every game
1/3 (round up) of the core troops lost return to the player’s force. The rest are killed or wounded for the duration of the campaign.
Players are free to re-allocate their remaining men between their sections and teams before each game.
Junior leaders are replaced from their sections automatically. Senior leaders are replaced from the junior leaders of the platoon.
Replaced leaders operate at full proficiency.

Terrain notes
Woods
The woods are light woods. They offer light cover to all troops inside. Troops in woods are visible from 6” away. Visibility inside the
woods is 18”. The woods do not hinder foot movement but are broken ground for any vehicles.

Walls
Fences and walls block line of sight. Troops touching them can shoot over them and get light cover. Wheeled vehicles can not cross
walls. Tanks need to make a bog check when crossing walls, and will create a 2” breach in the wall.

Buildings
Both sides are trying to avoid collateral damage in this campaign. Neither side is allowed to enter residential buildings (blue on the
maps). Sheds and other non-residential buildings can be entered (light grey on the maps).
Sheds are hard cover. Troops can use residential building corners as hard cover. Two rifles or one support weapon can shoot from
corner cover.

Roads and towns
Roads are marked on the maps in brown, paved town streets (scenario 4) are grey. Vehicles can only use the grey paved areas in the
town, all the other areas are too narrow for vehicles to enter. The town can only be entered on the roads, marked with triangles on
the scenario 4 map.
The town is intended to be a maze of winding alleys. Feel free to adjust the town map depending on the size of your collection of
buildings. Make sure the movement of vehicles is limited in the town you build. Try to provide plenty of building corners and street
clutter for troops to use as cover.

Scenario 1 – First blood

Introduction
In this scenario the Danish defenders meet the head of the advancing German column. The Danes must delay the German advance.
This is a variation of the standard probe scenario. This scenario will be played only once.

The patrol phase
The Danish defender deploys four Patrol Markers within 12” of his own table edge and within 12” of at least one other friendly Patrol
Marker. The attacker enters at a single entry point on the road, as indicated by the red dot on the map, stacking all three or four
Patrol Markers, whichever he prefers, at that one point.
The attacker rolls 1D6 before the Patrol Phase begins. On a roll of 1 or 2, the attacker immediately takes two moves with his Patrol
Markers. On a roll of 3 or 4, three moves are taken and on a 5 or 6, four moves taken. At the end of the Patrol Phase both players will
place three Jump‐Off Points on the table.

Force support
The attacker has 1d6 support points, the defender takes half that amount, rounding up. The army lists indicate which support options
are available for this scenario.

Objective
There are three ways for the Germans to win this scenario. Any other result is a Danish victory.
1.
2.
3.

The Danish player voluntarily retreats from the battle at the start of any Danish phase, before rolling command dice.
The Danish morale drops to zero.
The German exits troops off the Danish table edge. Unlike a normal probe scenario, one team is not enough. Both players
can exit troops off the Southern edge. In addition, in the Danish phase the player can activate any undeployed troops still offtable and declare that these troops have retreated. For example, an off-table rifle section can be activated, declared as
retreated, and this counts as two teams exited. At the end of any Danish phase the German wins if he has more troops exited
than the Danish player. The German also wins if all Danish troops are either routed, destroyed, or have retreated.

Germans can also end the scenario by retreating at the start of any German phase if they are taking a mauling.
Germans are the first player in this scenario.

Player options after Scenario 1
After scenario 1 both players must secretly decide if they want to re-organise or proceed directly to scenario 3. There are following
possible outcomes of the players’ decisions

Danes re-organise

Germans re-organise

Germans proceed to 3

A breathing pause while both sides rest.

Germans pursue the retreating Danes into
the forest.

Both players get back total of 2/3 (round
up) of their losses.

Both players get back 1/3 of their losses.

Game clock advances one additional step.

Move to scenario 2.

Move to scenario 3.

Danes proceed to 3

Germans rest while the Danes rush to the
next defensive position.

No rest for the wicked, the fight
continues.

Germans get back 2/3 or their losses,
Danes get back 1/3.

Both players get back 1/3 of their losses.

Game clock advances one additional step.
Move to scenario 3.

Move to scenario 3.

Scenario 2 – Fight in the Woods (conditional)

Introduction
In this scenario the Danes are regrouping in the woods and must deal with the pursuing German infantry. This is a patrol scenario.
This scenario will be played only once, and only if the Danes decide to regroup after scenario 1, and the Germans decide to proceed.

The patrol phase
Both sides enter the table at one single point, dicing to see which of their three entry points they use. On a 1 or 2, their Patrol
Markers may be deployed on the table edge at Point 1. On a 3 or 4, this will be at Point 2 whereas a 5 or 6 will indicate Point 3. Each
player chooses whether to start the game with three or four Patrol Markers. At the end of the Patrol Phase both players will place
three Jump‐Off Points on the table.

Force support
Roll 1D6, halve the result rounding up. Both players have this many support points available. The army lists indicate which support
options are available for this scenario.

Objective
To win a victory, one side must force his opponent to withdraw from the table, either voluntarily or due to a reduction in his Force
Morale, whilst keeping his own Force Morale at 3 or greater. If neither side achieves this, both will withdraw, neither gaining control
of No‐Man’s‐Land and the result being a dishonourable draw.
The side with the higher Force Morale will be the active player in the first Phase of the game.

Terrain notes
The table should be almost entirely wooded. The woods are light woods. They offer light cover to all troops inside. Troops in woods
are visible from 6” away. Visibility inside the woods is 18”. The woods do not hinder foot movement but are broken ground for any
vehicles.

Scenario 3 – Tragedy on the Village Road

Introduction
The Germans are advancing in force and meet the Danes outside a small village. This is a delaying action scenario.

The patrol phase
The defender starts with three Patrol Markers placed within the shaded area which is 6” by 36” in dimensions and located 6” from his
friendly table edge. These Patrol Markers must be a minimum of 6” apart, but may be placed by the defender as he wishes before the
Patrol Phase begins. The attacker enters the table with four Patrol Markers at any single point the player wishes on his table edge, as
indicated by the red arrow. The Patrol Phase begins then.
Once the Patrol Phase ends with one side locked down, the Jump‐Off Points are deployed; the defender player placing two, the
attacker three. The defender will then place a third Jump‐Off Point anywhere in the shaded area.
Patrol markers can be moved through both blue and grey buildings. Neither player can place jump-off points into the blue buildings.

Force support
The Germans have 1D6 + 2 support points available, the Danes have half this number, rounding up. The army lists indicate which
support options are available for this scenario.
The Germans must choose at least one “Shabby nazi trick – Civilians” support the first time this scenario is played.

Objective
To win a victory the attacker must capture one Jump‐Off Point in the grey area and hold it until the end of the Turn. Any other result
is a victory for the defender.
The attacker will be the active player in the first Phase of the game.

Things to remember
Neither side may use the blue residential buildings. Building corners can be used as cover. Flimsy roadblocks can be shattered by
tanks. Tanks can shatter fences. In both cases remember the bog rules (any doubles on movement dice bog down the tank). Light and
medium machine guns can shoot at armoured vehicles at close range.

Scenario 4 – Death Walks the Streets

Introduction
In the final scenario the opposing forces fight for the control of the town in the winding alleyways. This is an attack an objective
scenario. The objective is a Gazebo behind one of the houses in the town centre.

The patrol phase
The attacker deploys either three or four of his Patrol Markers on his friendly edge, all within 12” of at least one other friendly Patrol
Marker. The defender deploys four Patrol Markers on the game objective.
The attacker now rolls 1D6 before the Patrol Phase begins. On a roll of 1 or 2, the attacker immediately takes two moves with his
Patrol Markers. On a roll of 3 or 4, three moves are taken and on a 5 or 6, four moves are taken. At the end of the Patrol Phase the
attacker will place three Jump‐Off Points. The defender places three Jump‐Off Points on the table and may then add a further fourth
Jump‐Off Point on the objective itself.
Patrol markers can be moved through both blue and grey buildings. Neither player can place jump-off points into the blue buildings.

Force support
The Germans have 1D6 + 3 support points available, the Danes have half this number, rounding up. The army lists indicate which
support options are available for this scenario.

Objective
To win a victory, the attacker must capture the game objective and hold it until his opponent is obliged to withdraw from the table,
either voluntarily or due to Force Morale. Any other result is a victory for the defender.
The attacker will be the active player in the first Phase of the game.

Things to remember
Vehicles can only move on the grey paved areas in the town. Neither side may use the blue residential buildings. Building corners can
be used as cover. Flimsy roadblocks can be shattered by tanks. Tanks can shatter fences. In both cases remember the bog rules (any
doubles on movement dice bog down the tank). Light and medium machine guns can shoot at armoured vehicles at close range.

Army lists
This campaign uses the 1940 Blitzkrieg supplement for the German army list, and a simplified version of the Danish list by Eero Juhola.
Support options are specific for this campaign. Neither player may use supports from the original lists, please use this campaign
material for all choices and points values.

German tanks in Åbenrå Source: Felttjeneste og fægtning for cyklist- og motorcykliststyrker, tillæg til Lærebog for Hærens menige, I1. Del, for
fodfolket, made by the Danish Ministry of Defence.

German armoured cars in Viborg - Bundesarchiv, Bild 101I-753-0010-19A / Bieling / CC-BY-SA 3.0

Danish gun position in Haderslev - Nationalmuseet - National Museum of Denmark from Denmark / CC BY-SA
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)

Motorcycle troops in Åbenrå. Source: Felttjeneste og fægtning for cyklist- og motorcykliststyrker, tillæg til Lærebog for Hærens menige, I1. Del, for
fodfolket, made by the Danish Ministry of Defence.

Danish Bicycle Platoon 1940

SUPPORT LIST
LIST ONE
Medical Orderly with M.1903/30 bicycle
Adjutant
Flimsy Roadblock (only in scenario 3 or 4)
LIST TWO
Roadblock (only in scenario 3 or 4). Max 1 per game.
LIST THREE
Madsen M/1929 tripod MMG Team with five crew.
Sniper Team
LIST FOUR
Motorcycle 20mm Machine Cannon team:
20mm Madsen autocannon, Junior Leader and five crew,
gun is mounted on motorcycle (unstable, -1 to hit roll).
Two motorcycles.
Automatic Rifle section with Junior Leader
37mm Bofors M/1937 Anti-Tank gun with five crew and a
Junior Leader (only in scenario 3 or 4)

Bicycle- or motorcycle mounted Troops

Bicyclist Platoon
This document is a simplified version of the list created by
Eero Juhola, which in turn is based on the uncredited "Chain
of command Danish-V1" file floating about the internet and a
real TOE as posted by Per Finsted and additions from Magnus
Nilaus Olsen.

When deploying onto the table without their transport,
mounted troops may add 3” to the distance from the JumpOff Point when they deploy.

Flimsy roadblock
Offers light cover to one team behind it. Can be destroyed by
a tank running over it, make a bog test for the tank.

In this campaign list, the main changes to Eero’s list are:
Danish national characteristics have been changed to be more
in line with CoC, and most of the support options have been
removed. The points value of remaining items has been
adjusted to fit the campaign dynamics.

Platoon Force Rating

DANISH NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Regular

Koncentreret ild (Concentrated fire)

Command Dice: 5

With a strategy based solely for the defence and with
limited manpower as a nation the Danish Army placed
much emphasis on the accuracy of long‐range musketry as
a means of holding an enemy at a distance. To reflect this, a
leader who activates a Danish infantry section or rifle team
to fire and uses two or more command activations, may
add that many D6 to the unit’s firepower dice.

PLATOON HEADQUARTERS
Løjtnant, Senior leader with pistol
Platon Sergent, Senior Leader with M/1889 rifle
AUTOMATIC RIFLE SECTIONS 1 TO 4
Korporal, Junior Leader with rifle
LMG TEAM
RIFLE TEAM
Madsen M24 LMG
5 Riflemen with
Two crew
M/1889 rifles
The entire platoon deploys as bicycle-mounted troops.
Each section has one smoke grenade and four hand grenades.
(Note: This is the normal CoC loadout for playability.
Historically the Danes probably lacked smoke grenades.)

Fløjte kommandoer (Whistle commands)
With limited communications equipment and a strategy
based on defensive actions Danish leaders made much use
of hand signals and whistles to coordinate section actions.
The command range of Danish Leaders is increased by 3
inches when the sections or teams they are commanding
are within line of sight.

NATIONAL ARSENAL TABLE
INFANTRY WEAPONS
Weapon
M/1889 Rifle or
Carbine
Madsen M/1924
LMG
Madsen M/1929
MMG (on tripod)

Firepower
1

Close
0-18”

Effective
Over 18”

6

0-18”

Over 18”

8

0-24”

Over 24”

1
1
2 in open,
3 in
enclosed

All
0-9”
4-11”

ARMOR

A.P.

H.E.

SPEED

NOTES

Motorcycle with
Madsen 20mm
Automatic Cannon

-

3

6
Close 024”
Reduce
Cover by
1

Wheeled

Small, Low Profile,
Open Top
-1 to hit when
mounted on
motorcycle or light
limber

Motorcycle with LMG

-

-

MG 6d6

Wheeled

Small, Low Profile,
Open Top

4

3

3

6
Close 024”
Reduce
Cover by
1

Sniper Rifle
9mm Pistol
Grenade

VEHICLES & GUNS
VEHICLE
SCOUT VEHICLES

ANTI TANK AND OTHER GUNS
37mm Bofors M/1937
Gunshield
Anti-Tank Gun
Madsen 20mm
Automatic Cannon

NOTES
Standard WWII bolt-action rifle

Cannot move and shoot during same
Phase. Lose three firepower dice
when reduced to one crew
See Sniper rules
Reduce cover by 1

-1 to hit when
mounted on
motorcycle or light
limber

German army list and support options
Use the 1940 Handbook 7th Wave Division Platoon list for the Germans (page 92) with the following support options.
The points values of armoured support have been modified for this campaign.
7th Wave Infantry Support List
List One
Medical Orderly
Adjutant
Shabby Nazi Trick: Civilians (only in scenarios 3 and 4) Max 2 per game.
Underhand Nazi Trick: Defeatist and Demoralised Officer (only in scenarios 3 and 4) Max 1 per game.
Underhand Nazi Trick: Propaganda leaflets (only in scenarios 3 and 4) Max 1 per game.
List Two
Vile Nazi Trick: Non-provocation policy (only in scenarios 1 and 3)
Upgrade one LMG to MG34 (Note 1)
List Three
MG08 on tripod mount with five crew
List Four
Infantry Squad with Junior Leader
List Five
Bicycle Mounted Reconnaissance Squad with Junior Leader
SdKfz 221 Armoured Car with Junior Leader (only in scenarios 1, 3 and 4)
PzI with Junior Leader (only in scenarios 1, 3 and 4)
List Seven
SdKfz 222, 231 or 232 Armoured Car with Junior Leader (only in scenarios 1, 3 and 4)
PzII with Junior Leader (only in scenarios 1, 3 and 4)
1) It seems the Germans were historically equipped with MG34s. Play as you wish.

New support options
Underhand Nazi Trick: Defeatist and Demoralised Officer
A staff officer tries to persuade the troops to give up the fight. Use the rules for Shabby Trick One: The Fifth Column.

Underhand Nazi Trick: Propaganda leaflets
A flight of Heinkel bombers flies over the battlefield scattering leaflets. Use this trick before the Danish player rolls for
force morale. German player rolls a D6:
-

Result 1: “They shall not pass!”. Danish player gets a +1 modifier to force morale roll.
Result 2-4: “Hah, these are in Norwegian.” No effect.
Result 5: “This makes me think…”. Danish player gets a -1 modifier to force morale roll.
Result 6: “We should give up” Danish player reduces force morale by one.

Vile Nazi Trick: Non-provocation policy
The Danish Government does not want the army to provoke the Germans by deploying into defensive positions of
moving troops forward from the barracks.
Use the artillery bombardment rules: On the first game turn the Danish player must roll a D6 for any troops trying to
deploy. On a roll of 1-3 the troops are following orders and cannot deploy this phase.

